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Resumen 
 
Las redes de sensores son consideradas por los expertos como una de las 
tecnologías claves del siglo 21. 
 
Las Redes Inalámbricas de Sensores han surgido como una de las áreas más 
importantes de Investigación y Desarrollo. Se prevé que su impacto será de 
largo alcance, y están atrayendo un gran interés en muchas aplicaciones de 
monitoreo remoto del medio ambiente, el hábitat, agricultura, ganadería, 
aplicaciones militares, salud, zonas peligrosas, zonas propensas a  desastres 
naturales, entre muchas otras. A través de los avances en las tecnologías de 
sensores, networking, semiconductores y almacenamiento de energía, las 
futuras Redes Inalámbricas de Sensores serán (si ya no lo son) el sistema 
central del Internet de las Cosas. 
 
En este tipo de redes, los nodos son típicamente alimentados por baterías, 
haciendo del consumo de energía un asunto de suma importancia, crítico para 
prolongar el tiempo de vida de la red. El gran número de nodos que pueden 
componer una red de este tipo y la necesidad de operar durante largos 
períodos de tiempo, requiere de un manejo muy cuidadoso de los recursos 
energéticos que se dispongan para trabajar. 
 
El objetivo del proyecto es diseñar e implementar una Red Inalámbrica de 
Sensores utilizando Arduino y módulos Xbees para medir el valor en tiempo 
real de una o varias variables ambientales, como la temperatura, garantizando 
la comunicación entre los nodos, así como el diseño de una etapa de 
alimentación. 
 
El documento primero hace un repaso de las tecnologías inalámbricas 
existentes en la actualidad, luego hace un estudio de los elementos que van a 
componer los nodos y la red en sí y finalmente propone y desarrolla una 
solución que permita alcanzar el objetivo del proyecto. 
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Overview 
 
Sensor network technology is considered as one of the key technologies for 
the 21st century. 
 
Wireless sensor networks have emerged as an important area for research and 
development. Their impact is predicted to be far-reaching, and they are 
attracting a great interest in many applications from remote monitoring of 
environment, habitat, agriculture, military applications, health care, automation, 
dangerous areas, and disaster prone zones, among many others. Through 
advances in sensor, networking, semiconductor and energy storage 
technologies, future Wireless Sensor Networks will combine to form the 
nervous system of the Internet of Things. 
 
In these networks, the nodes are typically operated by battery power, making 
energy consumption a very important fact to increase the network lifetime. The 
large number of sensor nodes involved in such networks and the need to 
operate over a long period of time require careful management of the energy 
resources. 
 
The goal of this project is to design and implement a wireless sensor network, 
using an Arduino board and a Xbee module, to measure a single (or multiple) 
variable such as temperature, ensuring communication between nodes, as well 
as designing a power stage for the nodes. 
 
The document will first make a review of current wireless technologies, then it 
will study the available hardware and software to implement and finally it will 
propose and develop a solution to achieve the mentioned objective. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are attracting great interest in a number of 
application domains concerned with monitoring and control of physical 
phenomena, as they enable dense deployments at low cost and with 
unprecedented flexibility. 
 
By 2003, the MIT Technology Review`s editors had identified ten technologies 
that would change the world and that would have a tremendous influence in the 
near future, and as a matter of fact, Wireless Sensor Networks(WSN) was listed 
first on that publication [1]. A WSN consists of a large number of smart sensors 
which form a multi-hop network by radio communication in sensor fields. They 
measure and process information gathered from the sensing area and transmit 
it to the data coordinator [2]. 
 
Recent advances in low power VLSI, embedded computing, communication 
hardware, and in general, the convergence of computing and communications, 
made this emerging technology a reality today. In the same way, advances in 
nanotechnology and Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are pushing 
toward networks of tiny distributed sensors and actuators.  
 
Possible applications of sensor networks are of interest to the most diverse 
fields.  
 

 Military situation awareness. 
 Detection of enemy unit movements on land and sea 
 Disaster management 
 Emergency Rescue operation 
 Fire and water detectors 
 Environmental monitoring of water and soil 
 Tire pressure monitoring 
 Blood flow, respiratory rate, ECG, blood pressure and oxygen 

measurement 
 Factory process control and industrial automation. [3] 

 
WSN main objectives are acquisition and data processing in a fast, flexible and 
autonomous way. They offer a powerful combination of distributed sensing, 
computing and communication, and this is why nowadays the target of many 
researchers is and technology based companies. 
 
However, not everything seems to be attractive: [4] WSN have constraint 
resources i.e., small amount of battery, few kilobytes of memory and a 
microcontroller that operates at very low frequency. Ideally, sensor network 
hardware should be power-efficient, small, inexpensive, and reliable in order to 
maximize network lifetime, add flexibility, facilitate data collection and minimize 
the need for maintenance. 
 



 

Due to the importance that this type of technology is taking, the growing year by 
year investment in Smart Cities in developed countries and the future 
perspectives for job opportunities, I have decided to be more involved in this 
field of study of Telecommunications Engineering. 
 
The overall goal of this project is then to design and implement a Wireless 
Sensor Network with an Arduino board and with Xbee radios, ease of 
deployment and implement, low cost and relatively low power consumption to 
monitor environmental variables, such as temperature, at the Campus Baix 
Llobregat. The system must be battery supplied, ant his battery should be 
charged by an alternative power supplier, such as a solar panel. Some other 
key points of the project are stated below: 
 

 A review in the state of the art in Wireless Sensor Networks. 
 Define the appropriate topology for the nodes. 
 Determine the nodes energy consumption. 
 Design a power supply system based on solar panels and rechargeable 

batteries.  

 

 
 

Fig. 0-1. The WSN will be deployed at the EETAC Campus 
 
 

Document Organization 
 
The present memory will comprise several blocks: 
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The second chapter will put the reader into context with a technological frame, a 
wireless technologies review and wireless sensor networks concepts will be 
addressed. 
 
The third chapter will detail explain the basic components of the node of the 
network in regards of hardware and software, the boards, the radio modules, 
the programming interfaces, solar panel and the type of battery.  
 
A fourth chapter will address the test procedures, how an Xbee to Xbee 
communication is made, how far a Xbee can be placed from another and still 
ensuring no data losses, how an Arduino can communicate with its pair via 
wireless aided by the Xbees, and the energy consumption tests in order to 
design the power management system, this is, the solar panel and the battery. 
 
The fifth chapter will show the results of the final implementation. 
 
And last but not least, conclusions of the work performed and some 
recommendations and future work on this field of study and the environmental 
impact if deploying this network. 
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CHAPTER 1. STATE OF THE ART 
 

This chapter will describe the main concept of a WSN, the different wireless 
technologies what comprises it, what protocols involved, ways of transmission, 
radio devices and topologies that can be implemented. 
 
 
1.1. Wireless Sensor Networks 
 
WSNs are collections of compact-size, relatively inexpensive computational 
nodes that measure local environmental conditions or other parameters and 
forward such information to a central point for appropriate processing. [5] 
 
A WSN generally consists of a base station (or “gateway”) that can 
communicate with a number of wireless sensors via a radio. Data is collected at 
the wireless sensor node, compressed, and transmitted to the gateway directly 
or, if required, uses other wireless sensor nodes (routers) to forward data to the 
gateway. The transmitted data is then presented to the system by the gateway 
connection. 
 
Typically, a wireless sensor node (or simply sensor node) comprises sensing, 
computing, communication, and power components. These components are 
integrated on a single or multiple boards, and packaged in a few cubic 
centimeters.  Each component will be described below:  
 

 
Fig. 1-1. Basic Components of a WSN node [6] 

 
 Sensing Unit: The main functionality of the sensing unit is to measure 

physical data from the target area. The analog voltage or signal is 
generated by the sensor corresponding to the observed phenomenon. The 
waveform is then digitized by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) and 
then sent to the Processor for further processing or analysis [6]. 

 
 Processing Unit: The processing unit, which is usually associated with a 

small storage unit, manages the procedures that make the sensor node 
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collaborate with the other nodes to carry out the assigned sensing tasks, 
performing power management functions. [7] . 

 
 In general, sensor nodes only require small amounts of storage and 
program memory. Data is only stored long enough for it to be analyzed 
and then transmitted through the network to the base station. In general, 
modern flash-based microcontrollers contain between 1 and 128 KB of 
on-chip program storage. This can be used as both program memory 
and as temporary data storage. Additionally they contain between 128 
and 32KB of data ram that can be used for program execution [8]. 
Modern flash technology currently produces memory storage densities 
upwards of 150 KB per square millimeter versus SRAMS density of 60kb 
per square millimeter. Another advantage from flash memory over SRAM 
is that it does not require energy to store data, but SRAM does; it 
requires 2188 mA per megabit for data retention. 

 
 Transceiver Unit: This unit is used to exchange data between individual 

nodes. The communication medium between the two nodes is through 
radio frequencies (wireless medium). Radio frequency-based 
communication fits the requirements of most wireless sensor applications 
because it provides relatively long range and high data rates, acceptable 
error rates at reasonable energy expenditure, and does not require line of 
sight between sender and receiver. 

 
For actual communication, both a transmitter and a receiver are required 
in a sensor node. The essential task is to convert a bit/byte stream 
coming from a processing unit to and from radio waves. In the 
transceiver, circuitry includes modulation, demodulation, amplifiers, 
filters, mixers [9]. 

 
 Power Unit: The power supply is necessary to provide energy. A battery is 

the predominant mean for providing power to wireless devices today. 
However, there are other methods like those mentioned below: 

 
o Photovoltaics: more commonly solar cells are used to charge a 

battery. Solar cells can be connected directly to rechargeable 
batteries through a simple series diode to prevent the battery from 
discharging through the solar cell. This extremely simple circuit does 
not ensure that the solar cell will be operating at its optimal point, 
and so power production will be lower than the maximum possible. 
Secondly, rechargeable batteries will have a longer lifetime if a more 
controlled charging profile is employed. 

 
o Radio Frequency radiation: Many passive electronic devices, such 

as electronic ID tags and smart cards, are powered by a nearby 
energy rich source that transmits RF energy to the passive device. 
The device then uses that energy to run its electronics. 

 
o Vibrations: Roundy et al [10] have demonstrated a piezoelectric 

power converter of 1cm3 in size that produces 200 µW from input 
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vibrations of 2.25 m/s2 at 120 Hz and wireless transceivers powered 
from vibrations. However it needs a significant amount of signal 
conditioning in order to be used in wireless electronics. 

 
o Wiring, acoustic waves: Running wires to a wireless 

communications device defeats the purpose of wireless 
communications, it simply makes no sense. Energy in the form of 
acoustic waves has a far lower power density. A sound wave of 100 
dB in sound level only has a power level of approximately 1 µW/cm2 
[11]. 

 
The ideal wireless sensor is networked and scalable, consumes little power, is 
smart and software programmable, capable of fast data acquisition, reliable and 
accurate over the long term, costs little to purchase and install, and requires no 
real maintenance. Data transfer rates and battery life, are the major design 
considerations.  
 
 
1.1.1. WSN Topologies  
 
Since a wireless sensor network may consist of tens, hundreds or thousands of 
devices, network topologies must be considered in its design. The most 
common network topologies used in wireless sensor networks are peer to peer, 
star, tree mesh or hybrid networks that combine the other ones.  

 

1.1.1.1. Peer to peer 
 
Peer-to-Peer networks allow each node to communicate directly with another 
node without needing to go through a centralized communications hub. Each 
Peer device is able to function as both a “client” and a “server” to the other 
nodes on the network. 

 

 
Fig. 1-2. Peer to peer topology 

 

1.1.1.2. Star 
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Star networks are connected to a centralized communications hub. Each node 
cannot communicate directly with one another; all communications must be 
routed through the centralized hub. Each node is then a “client” while the central 
hub is the “server” 

 

 
Fig. 1-3. Star Topology 

 

1.1.1.3. Tree topology 
 
All the deployed nodes construct a logical tree. Data are passed from a leaf 
node to its parent nodes. In turn, a receiver node receiving data from the child 
node sends data to receiver’s parent node after aggregating data with its own 
data. In this fashion, data flow from leaf nodes to the root node, which generally 
acts as the sink. The idea behind constructing logical tree is that it avoids 
flooding and data can be sent using unicast instead of broadcast. This way the 
topology can save energy. Fig. 1-4 shows an example of this architecture. 

 

 
Fig. 1-4. Tree topology 

 

1.1.1.4. Mesh Topology 
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Sharma et al. at [12] state that at mesh topologies the message involved can 
take any of several paths from source to destination. A mesh network in which 
every node connects to every other is called a full mesh and there is partial 
mesh networks also exist in which some devices (nodes) connect only indirectly 
to others. 
 
This allows for what is known as multihop communications; that is, if a node 
wants to send a message to another node that is out of radio communications 
range, it can use an intermediate node to forward the message to the desired 
node. This network topology has the advantage of redundancy and scalability. If 
an individual node fails, a remote node still can communicate to any other node 
in its range, which in turn, can forward the message to the desired location. 

 

 
Fig. 1-5. Mesh Topology 

 
 

1.1.2. Wireless Technologies 
 
In the past years, we were used the wired technologies for communication. The 
need of being able to connect devices without the use of wires, gain flexibility 
and mobility lead the use of wireless technologies. 
 
During the last two decades, wireless communication has grown rapidly. This 
could happen due to the emergence of large scale integration and 
manufacturing techniques which enhances wireless systems capacity and made 
it possible to have smaller and cheaper wireless services [13]. 
 
Wireless technology standards are springing up all over the place, with a broad 
variety of uses. Most of these standards support a number of variants, with 
different range and throughput characteristics. This section will outline the main 
standards used for wireless sensor networks. 
 

1.1.2.1. Bluetooth 
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For industrial, business, domestic applications, a wireless technology has to 
work well in a noisy environment. Bluetooth operates based on the features of 
Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) and Forward Error Correction (FEC). It 
provides a universal short range wireless capability. It operates in the 2.4 GHz 
frequency band and the devices within 10m of each other can share the data up 
to 1 Mbps of capacity. This technology is also an authenticated one by sending 
the acknowledgement from the receiver to the transmitter before making the 
connection between devices. But its limitation is up to eight devices can 
communicate in a single network and it asks the confirmation about receiving 
the each data at every time and also it limits the packet size [13]. 
 

 

 
Fig. 1-6. A Bluetooth Network [14] 

 

1.1.2.2. Wi-Fi  
 
Wi-Fi or IEEE802.11 is a standard that is meant for local area networking for 
relatively high bandwidth data transfer between computers or other devices. 
The data transfer rate ranges from as low as 1 Mbps to over 50 Mbps. Typical 
transmission range is 300 feet with a standard antenna; the range can be 
greatly improved with use of a directional high gain antenna. Both frequency 
hopping and direct sequence spread spectrum modulation schemes are 
available. While the data rates are certainly high enough for wireless sensor 
applications, according to [15] the power requirements generally preclude its 
use in wireless sensor applications. 

 

1.1.2.3. IEEE 802.15.4 
 
The 802.15.4 standard was specifically designed for the requirements of 
wireless sensing applications. The standard is very flexible, as it specifies 
multiple data rates and multiple transmission frequencies. The power 
requirements are moderately low; however, the hardware is designed to allow 
for the radio to be put to sleep, which reduces the power to a minimal amount. 
Additionally, when the node wakes up from sleep mode, rapid synchronization 
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to the network can be achieved. This capability allows for very low average 
power supply current when the radio can be periodically turned off. The 
standard supports the following characteristics:  

 
o Transmission frequencies, 868 MHz/902–928 MHz/2.48–2.5 GHz.  
o Data rates of 20 Kbps (868 MHz Band) 40 Kbps (902 MHz band) and 

250 Kbps (2.4 GHz band). 
 

o Supports star and peer-to-peer (mesh) network connections.  
 

o Uses direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) for robust data 
communications. 

 

1.1.2.4. Bluetooth Low Energy:  
 

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is an emerging low-power wireless technology 
developed for short-range control and monitoring applications that is expected 
to be incorporated into billions of devices in the next few years. 
 
The widespread use of Bluetooth technology (e.g., in mobile phones, laptops, 
automobiles, etc.) may fuel adoption of BLE, since implementation of the latter 
can leverage similarities with classic Bluetooth [16].  
 
The aim of this technology is to enable power sensitive devices to be 
permanently connected to the Internet. Low Energy sensor devices are typically 
required to operate for many years without needing a new battery. They 
commonly use a coin cell, for example, the popular CR2032 
 
Low Energy technology is primarily aimed at mobile telephones, where it is 
envisaged that a star network topology, similar to Bluetooth, will often be 
created between the phone and an ecosystem of other devices. 
 
Bluetooth Low Energy is also known as Bluetooth v4.0 and is part of the public 
Bluetooth specification. As a result of being a standard, Low Energy benefits 
from all the advantages of conformance and extensive interoperability testing at 
unplug fests. [17].  

 
1.1.2.5. 6LoWPAN 
 
6LoWPAN standards enable the efficient use of IPv6 over low-power, low-rate 
wireless networks on simple embedded devices through an adaptation layer 
and the optimization of related protocols [18].  
 
6LoWPAN provides a means of carrying packet data in the form of IPv6 over 
IEEE 802.15.4 networks. Using the fact that IPv4 addresses are running out 
shortly, 6LoWPAN starts by using IPv6 as the basic IP format. According to 
[20], 6LoWPAN adopts a different approach to the rest of wireless sensor 
network solutions. 
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1.1.2.6. ZigBee 
 
ZigBee is a specification for a suite of high-level communication protocols used 
to create personal area networks built from small, low-power digital radios. Is 
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Its low power consumption limits 
transmission distances to 10–100 meters, depending on power output and 
environmental characteristics. ZigBee devices can transmit data over long 
distances by passing data through a mesh network of intermediate devices to 
reach more distant ones. Is typically used in low data rate applications that 
require long battery life and secure networking (ZigBee networks are secured 
by 128 bit symmetric encryption keys.) ZigBee has a defined rate of 250 kbit/s, 
best suited for intermittent data transmissions from a sensor or input device.  
 
Applications include wireless light switches, electrical meters with in-home-
displays, traffic management systems, and other consumer and industrial 
equipment that requires short-range low-rate wireless data transfer. [19]  
 
Finally the Table 1.1 summarizes the main characteristics of each technology 
mentioned and explained above: 
 
Table 1.1. A comparison on WSN technologies, data to complete table was 
taken from: [20], [16], [21] and [22] 
 

 
After describing most of the more popular Wireless sensor network 
technologies, and bearing in mind that the idea of the project was to implement 
a proved and broadly used technology, with ease to implement, Zigbee was the 
standard that met with those characteristics and that is why it was chosen as 
the technology to work with throughout this project.   
 
 

Features 
IEEE 
802.11a/b/g/n Bluetooth Zigbee 

 
6LowPan 

 
BLE 

Data Rate 11,54, 100 Mbps 10 Mbps 250 kbps 250 kbps 1 Mbps 

Topology Star Star 
Mesh, star, 
tree, P2P 

Star/Mesh Star 

Range 10-100 m 10 m 5-300 m 100 m 10-100 
Power High Low Very low Very low Very low 
Battery 
Operation Hours Days Years 

 
Years 

 
Years 

Nodes 32 8 65000  Unlimited 
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CHAPTER 2. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TO 
IMPLEMENT. 

 
Working with the Arduino board and the Xbee radio in order to build the sensor 
node was established as one of the main conditions to develop this project. 
Also, since the nodes must be power autonomous, then a power management 
system has to be included, this is, a solar panel and a rechargeable battery. 
This chapter will describe the basic concepts and features of Arduino, Xbee 
modules, the solar panel, a battery to implement and their main characteristics.  
 

2.1. Arduino 
 
Arduino is a tool for making computers that can sense and control more of the 
physical world than your desktop computer. It's an open-source physical 
computing platform based on a simple microcontroller board, and a 
development environment for writing software for the board. 
 
Arduino can be used to develop interactive objects, taking inputs from a variety 
of switches or sensors, and controlling a variety of lights, motors, and other 
physical outputs. Arduino projects can be stand-alone, or they can 
communicate with software running on your computer. The boards can be 
assembled by hand or purchased preassembled; the open-source IDE can be 
downloaded for free. 
 
I chose to work with Arduino because its software/hardware is very flexible to be 
customized and extended. It offers a variety of digital and analog 
inputs, SPI and serial interface and digital and PWM outputs. It is also easy to 
use and implement, since it connects to computer via USB and communicates 
using standard serial protocol. And to remark: it is inexpensive, since each 
board costs no more than 30 euros. Moreover is backed up by a broad online 
community and lots of source codes and tutorials are available.  
 
2.1.1. Arduino Board 
 
Arduino has a broad variety of boards, but every board has common 
components, such as: a microcontroller, a flash memory, power supply, a USB 
connection, digital input/output pins, analog input pins, etc… 
 
For this project, the available board is the Arduino UNO. The Arduino Uno is a 
microcontroller board based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output 
pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 
16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, 
and a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller; 
simply connect it to a computer with a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC 
adapter or battery to get started. 
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Table 2.1. Arduino UNO main features. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 2-1. Arduino Board 

 
 
2.1.2. Arduino Xbee Shield 
 
The Arduino Wireless shield allows the Arduino board to communicate 
wirelessly using ZigBee. It can be used as a serial/usb replacement or it can be 
placed into a command mode and configure it for a variety of broadcast and 
mesh networking options. The shields breaks out each of the Xbee's pins to a 
through-hole solder pad. It also provides female pin headers for use of digital 
pins 2 to 7 and the analog inputs, which are covered by the shield (digital pins 8 
to 13 are not obstructed by the shield, so you can use the headers on the board 
itself). 
 
The Xbee shield has two jumpers. These determine how the Xbee's serial 
communication connects to the serial communication between the 
microcontroller and FTDI USB-to-serial chip on the Arduino board. 
 

Microcontroller ATMega 328

Operating Voltage 5V

Input Voltage 7‐12V

Digital I/O pins 14

Analog input Pins 6

DC Current por I/O Pin 40 mA

DC Current for 3,3V Pin 50 mA

Clock Speed 16 MHz

EEPROM 1 KB

SRAM 2 KB

FLASF Memory 32 KB
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With the jumpers in the Xbee, the DOUT pin of the Xbee module is connected 
to the RX pin of the microcontroller; and DIN is connected to TX. Note that the 
RX and TX pins of the microcontroller are still connected to the TX and RX pins 
of the FTDI chip - data sent from the microcontroller will be transmitted to the 
computer via USB as well as being sent wirelessly by the Xbee module. The 
microcontroller, however, will only be able to receive data from the Xbee 
module, not over USB from the computer. 
 
With the jumpers in the USB position, the DOUT pin the Xbee module is 
connected to the RX pin of the FTDI chip, and DIN on the Xbee module is 
connected to the TX pin of the FTDI chip. This means that the Xbee module can 
communicate directly with the computer - however, this only works if the 
microcontroller has been removed from the Arduino board. If the microcontroller 
is left in the Arduino board, it will be able to talk to the computer normally via 
USB, but neither the computer nor the microcontroller will be able to talk to the 
Xbee module. 

 
Fig. 2-2. Arduino Xbee Shield. 

 
 
2.1.3. Arduino IDE  
 
The Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) is a cross-platform 
application written in Java, and derives from the IDE for the Processing 
programming language and the Wiring projects. The Arduino development 
environment contains a text editor for writing code, a message area, a text 
console, a toolbar with buttons for common functions, and a series of menus. It 
connects to the Arduino hardware to upload programs and communicate with 
them. It includes a code editor with features such as syntax highlighting, brace 
matching, and automatic indentation, and is also capable of compiling and 
uploading programs to the board with a single click.  
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Arduino programs are written in C or C++. The Arduino IDE comes with a 
software library called "Wiring" from the original Wiring project, which makes 
many common input/output operations much easier.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-3. Arduino IDE interface. 
 
 

2.2. Zigbee 
 
The ZigBee stack consists of several layers including the PHY, MAC, Network, 
Application Support Sublayer (APS), and ZigBee Device Objects (ZDO) layers. 
The ZigBee stack profile is shown in the table below. 
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Table 2.2. ZigBee Layers 
 

 
 
ZigBee utilizes direct-sequence spread spectrum modulation and operates on a 
fixed channel. The 802.15.4 PHY defines 16 operating channels in the 2.4 GHz 
frequency band. 
 
The graph below shows ZigBee RF channels, note normally ZigBee RF 
channels are counted from 11, up to 26 in the 2.4 Ghz band.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2-4. ZigBee channels [23]. 
 

Zigbee Layer Description

PHY

Defines the physical operation of the 

ZigBee device including receive 

sensitivity, channel rejection, output 

power, number of channels, chip 

modulation, and transmission rate 

specifications. Most ZigBee applications  

operate on the 2.4 GHz ISM band at a  

250kbps data  rate.

MAC

Manages RF data  transactions between 

neighboring devices (point to point). The 

MAC includes services such as 

transmission retry and acknowledgment 

management, and collision avoidance 

techniques (CSMA‐CA).

Network

Adds routing capabilities that allows RF 

data  packets to traverse multiple devices 

(multiple "hops") to route data  from 

source to destination (peer to peer).

APS
Application layer that defines various 

addressing objects including profiles, 

clusters, and endpoints.

ZDO

Application layer that provides device 

and service discovery features and 

advanced network management 

capabilities.
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2.2.1. ZigBee Devices. 
 
There are three different types of ZigBee devices:  
 
2.2.1.1. ZigBee coordinator (ZC): The most capable device, the 

coordinator forms the root of the network tree and might bridge to other 
networks. There is exactly one ZigBee coordinator in each network since 
it is the device that started the network originally. When starting a 
network, the coordinator must select a "good" channel for the network to 
operate on. To do this, it performs an energy scan on multiple channels 
(frequencies) to detect energy levels on each channel. After completing 
the energy scan, the coordinator scans its list of potential channels 
(remaining channels after the energy scan) to obtain a list of neighboring 
PANs. To do this, the coordinator sends a beacon request transmission 
on each potential channel. All nearby coordinators and routers (that have 
already joined a different ZigBee network) will respond to the beacon 
request by sending a beacon back to the coordinator. The beacon 
contains information about the PAN the device is on, including the PAN 
identifiers  After the coordinator completes the channel and PAN scan, it 
selects a random channel and unused 16-bit PAN ID to start on. 

 
2.2.1.2. ZigBee Router (ZR): Routers must discover and join a valid 

ZigBee network before they can participate in a ZigBee network. To 
discover nearby ZigBee networks, the router performs a PAN scan, the 
router sends a beacon request (broadcast) transmission on the first 
channel in its scan channels list, All ZC and ZR operating on that channel 
respond send a beacon back to the router. That beacon contains 
information about the PAN the nearby device is on, including the PAN 
identifier (PAN ID), and whether or not joining is allowed. Then the router 
evaluates if a valid PAN has been found, if so, the router sends an 
association request to the device that sent the beacon transmission back 
with a valid PAN, and this allowing device sends an association response 
frame that allows or denies the join. When a router joins a network, it 
receives a 16-bit address from the device that allowed the join. The 16-bit 
address is randomly selected by the device that allowed the join. After a 
router has joined a network, it can allow new devices to join the network. 
It can also route data packets and communicate with other devices on the 
network 

 
 
2.2.1.3. ZigBee End Device (ZED): Contains just enough functionality to 

talk to the parent node (either the coordinator or a router); it cannot relay 
data from other devices. This relationship allows the node to be asleep a 
significant amount of the time thereby giving long battery life. Since the 
end device can sleep, the parent must be able to buffer or retain incoming 
data packets destined for the end device until the end device is able to 
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wake and receive the data. End devices go through the same process as 
routers to discover networks by issuing a PAN scan. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2-5. ZigBee Network Structure [24] 
 
 

2.3. Xbee  
 
The Xbee family of embedded RF modules (from Digi International) provides 
OEMs with a common footprint shared by multiple platforms, including 
multipoint and ZigBee/Mesh topologies, and both 2.4 GHz and 900 MHz 
solutions. For this project, considering the needs for low cost, low power, self-
healing and network discovery and interoperability it´s necessary to work with 
the Xbee S2 modules. 

 
 

Fig. 2-6.Digi XbeeS2 module. 
 
2.3.1. Xbee module 
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The Xbee ZB and Xbee-PRO ZB ZigBee will the RF module to use, since its 
firmware implements the ZigBee protocol. Some of the features given by the 
manufacturer are depicted in Table 2.3 
 
 
Table 2.3. Xbee RF module specifications 
 

 
 

The parameters of this module can be set via AT commands or via API, by 
using the free software X-CTU. 
 

2.3.1.1. Transparent Mode 

 
The module act as a serial line replacement. All UART data received through 
the DIN pin is queued up for RF transmission. When RF data is received, the 
data is sent out through the DOUT pin. The module configuration parameters 
are configured using the AT command mode interface. 
 

2.3.1.2. API Mode 
 
API (Application Programming Interface) mode is a frame-based method for 
sending and receiving data to and from a radio's serial UART. The API is an 
alternative to the default transparent mode. 

Specifications Xbee RF Module Value

Indoor/Urban Range

Outdoor range LOS

Transmit Power Output

RF data rate

Receiver Sensitivity

Supply Voltage 2.1-3.6V

Operating Current(RX) 35-40mA

Operating Current(TX) 38-40mA

Idle Current 15mA

Power down current 1 mA

Operating Band ISM 2.4 GHz

Supported topologies
Point-to-point, point 
to multipoint, P2P 
and Mesh

Number of Channels 16

Performance

Power

General
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When in API mode, all data entering and leaving the module is contained in 
frames that define operations or events within the module. API operation 
facilitates the following: 
 

 Change the radio parameters without entering Command Mode. 
 

 Receive success/failure status of each transmitted RF packet 
 

 Identify the source address of each received packet and view the RSSI. 
 

As an alternative to Transparent Operation, API Operations are available. API 
operation requires that communication with the module be done through a 
structured interface (data is communicated in frames in a defined order). The 
API specifies how commands, command responses and module status 
messages are sent and received from the module using a UART Data Frame. 
 
 

 API Frame Specifications 
 
When this API mode is enabled (AP = 2), the UART data frame structure 
is defined as follows: 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-7. API Frame structure 
 

o The start delimiter is used by the Xbee to identify the start of a 
new coming frame. 
 

o The length indicates how long the frame is. 
 

o The cmdID frame (API-identifier) indicates which API messages 
will be contained in the cmdData frame (Identifier-specific data). 
The Xbee modules support the following API frames: 
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Table 2.4. Xbee API Frames 
 

 
 
 

 
2.3.2. Xbee Operation Modes 

2.3.2.1. Idle Mode 
 
When not receiving or transmitting data, the RF module is in Idle Mode. The 
module shifts into the other modes of operation under the following conditions:  
 

 Transmit Mode (Serial data in the serial receive buffer is ready to be 
packetized). 
 

 Receive Mode (Valid RF data is received through the antenna). 
 

 Sleep Mode (End Devices only) 
 

2.3.2.2. Transmit Mode 

 

API frame API ID
AT Command x8
AT Command-queue parameter value x9
Zigbee transmitt request x10
Explicit Addressing ZigBee Command Frame x11
Remote Command request x17
Create Source route x21
ATCommand Response x88
Modem Status x8A
Zigbee transmit status x8B
Zigbee receive packet x90
Zigbee explicit Rx indicator x91
Zigbee IO Data Read indicator x92
Xbee sensor read indicator x94
Node identification indicator x95
Remote command response x97
Over-the-Air Firmware Update Status xA0
Route recor indicator xA1
Many to one route request indicator xA3
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When serial data is received and is ready for packetization, the RF module will 
transmit the data. The destination address determines which node will receive 
the data. When data is transmitted from one node to another, a network-level 
acknowledgement is transmitted back across the established route to the 
source node. This acknowledgement packet indicates to the source node that 
the data packet was received by the destination node. If a network 
acknowledgement is not received, the source node will re-transmit the data. 
 

2.3.2.3. Receive Mode 
 
If a valid RF packet is received, the data is transferred to the serial transmit 
buffer. 
 

2.3.2.4. Sleep Mode 
 
Sleep modes allow the RF module to enter states of low power consumption 
when not in use. The Xbee RF modules support both pin sleep (sleep mode 
entered on pin transition) and cyclic sleep (module sleeps for a fixed time). 
 
 

2.4. X-CTU  
 
X-CTU is a free software provided from Digi which allows to read and set the 
Xbee module parameters, such as the Node Identification, destination address, 
PAN Id, operating channel, or apply configuration changes, etc. It offers the 
following features: 
 

 Integrated terminal window. 
 

 Provides a range test tool. 
 

 Display of Received Signal Strenght Indicator(RSSI). 
 

 Display both ASCII and Hexadecimal characters in terminal window. 
 

 Compose test packects for test transmissions. 
 

 Automatically detect module type 
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Fig. 2-8. X-CTU software interface 
 
 

2.5. Power Management 
 
As stated before, the nodes should work autonomously, this means that there 
should be a power management stage to ensure such a condition. The choice 
of the proper battery and solar panel to accomplish this will be detailed 
explained in the further sections of this part of the document. 
 
2.5.1. Battery 
 
This section will outline the main characteristics of a Battery.  
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The battery capacity indicates how much charge can be stored. It´s determined 
by the amount of active matter in contact with the electrodes. [30] This capacity 
is measured in Ah or mAh.  The Amp-hour capacity of a battery (or cell) is its 
most important figure of merit: it is defined as the amount of current that a 
battery can deliver for 1 hour before the battery voltage reaches the end-of-life 
point. [31] 
 
Due to the nature of the project that must be power autonomous, the battery 
has to be rechargeable, this means, a secondary battery. And among 
rechargeable batteries, there are several types in regards of their chemical 
composition and application of use [30]: 
 
Among the most common types of batteries are: Lead acid batteries, Ni-Cd, 
NiMH, Li-Ion. And regarding the application we have the following:  
 

 Starter: batteries used during an engine start must be designed to 
endure huge amounts of current during short periods of time. They use 
electrodes which have a broad contact surface with the electrolyte to put 
up with these peaks of current. 

 
 Traction: used in electrical vehicles, are designed to endure huge and 

deep discharge cycles for a long life hope 
 

 Steady: these batteries remain in charge state during long periods of 
time, being charged from the network or another energy source. They 
are used as an alternative energy source when there’s a drop or an 
outage of the main energy provider. These type of batteries are used on 
autonomous solar systems. 

 
Based on the application of use, it’s easy to determine that the type of battery to 
implement for this project will be a Steady one. 
 
2.5.2. Low Power Modes 
 
In order to dimension the battery in terms of capacity and voltage, first I need to 
determine how much energy does my node consumes. Also, since one of the 
critical factors on working with Wireless Sensor Networks in the energy 
consumption, the measurement will be made under low power mode conditions. 
 
For this, it was important to consider the options to put both the Arduino and the 
Xbee on low power mode. On the first hand with the Arduino, and based on 
[32], one of the main tools Arduino has to optimize energy consumption is using 
the Sleep Modes. A sleep mode defines a microprocessors state when is not 
working, so it’s very useful to learn and know how to make it work. 
 
As stated before, Arduino Uno works with ATmega 328, which has 6 different 
sleep (low power) modes which will be briefly described below: 
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Fig. 2-9. ATmega 328 Sleep modes. 
 

Each one of the different modes deactivates a certain amount of resources from 
the micro. In fact, is the Idle Mode the most conservative in terms of power 
saving, while we can find the Power-down as the most aggressive sleep mode. 
So, being consequent with the goal of the project, we chose the Power-Down as 
the most suitable sleep mode to work with the Arduino. 
 
Along with this, there is a huge number of libraries to work with Arduino. As a 
platform that uses the same program for all boards it is very easy to use these 
libraries. For this, we will focus only on those libraries that may allow to work 
with sleep modes. Martínez Fernández on [32] studied and detailed described 
the performance of three libraries with the same characteristics: N0m1, Jeelib 
and LowPower. Based on his work, I decided to choose the N0m1 library, 
because of two reasons: it has a clear documentation and examples easy to 
apply, and more important even: is the only one which allowed me to work with 
extended sleep periods: this library allowed me to make the Arduino to sleep for 
up to 49 days, on the other hand, the other two libraries, even though they 
offered a bit better performance in terms of low power consumption than the 
chosen one, the maximum sleep period offered was  8 seconds. 
 
 
2.5.3. N0M1 library 
 
This library, which can be found and downloaded on [33] allows to program the 
Arduino board in any of the sleep modes during a determined period of time or 
until an interruption wakes the Arduino.  

2.5.3.1. IdleMode 
 
Sets the Arduino into idle Mode sleep, the least power saving. The idle mode 
stops the MCU but leaves peripherals and timers running. 
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2.5.3.2. adcMode 
 
Sets the Arduino into adc mode sleep, this mode makes the MCU enter ADC 
noise reduction mode, stopping the CPU but allowing the ADC, external 
interrupts, the  2-wire serial interface address watch, Timer/Counter 2 and the 
watchdog to continue operating. 
 

2.5.3.3. pwrSaveMode 
 
Sets the Arduino into power save mode, the timer crystal will continue to 
operate in this mode, Timer2 still remains active. 

2.5.3.4. extStndbyMode 
 
This mode is identical to pwrSaveMode with the exception that the oscillator is 
kept running for fast wake up. 
 

2.5.3.5. standbyMode 
 
This mode is identical to PowerDown with the exception that the oscillator is 
kept running for fast wake up. 

2.5.3.6. pwrdownMode 
 
The most power saving mode, all systems are powered down except the 
watchdog timer and external reset. 
 
Then I proceeded to download the N0M1library file from the correspondent 
GitHub repository and added it to the Libraries folder in Arduino IDE to use it in 
the sketch designed to measure a variable and transmit it to the coordinator. 
 
 
2.5.4. Xbee Sleep Mode. 
 
Now, on the second hand, it was a key issue to put the Xbee under a low 
energy profile, and from the three types of devices that Xbee offers, only the 
End Device is capable to put into sleep mode since both router and coordinator 
must always keep active.  
 
As stated by [34], Sleep modes allow the RF module to enter states of low 
power consumption when not in use. The Xbee RF modules support both pin 
sleep (sleep mode entered on pin transition) and cyclic sleep (module sleeps for 
a fixed time): 

2.5.4.1. Pin Sleep 

 
Pin sleep allows an external microcontroller to determine when the Xbee should 
sleep and when it should wake by controlling the Sleep_RQ pin. 
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Pin sleep mode is enabled by setting the SM command to 1. When Sleep_RQ is 
asserted (high), the module will finish any transmit or receive operations and 
enter a low power state. The module will wake from pin sleep when the 
Sleep_RQ pin of the Xbee is de-asserted (low). 
 
On the other side, while sleep, pin 9 is asserted, and at the same time, pin 13 
which is the On/Sleep pin remains in low state. After Xbee is awake, the pin 
13(On/Sleep) changes to a high state and pin 9 (Sleep_RQ) goes to low state. 
 
What was stated above can be observed in the following figure: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-10. Xbee module Pin Sleep 
 
In Fig. 2-10: 
 

 T1 represents the time when Sleep_RQ pin is asserted. 
 

 T2 represents the time the Xbee enters sleep. 
 

 T3 the Sleep_RQ is deasserted and the Xbee module wakes. 
 

2.5.4.2. Cyclic Sleep 
 
Cyclic sleep allows the module to sleep for a specified time and wake for a short 
time to poll its parent for any buffered data messages before returning to sleep 
again. Cyclic sleep mode is enabled by setting the SM command to 4 or 5. SM5 
is a slight variation of SM4 that allows the module to be woken prematurely by 
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asserting the Sleep_RQ pin (pin 9). In SM5, the Xbee can wake after the sleep 
period expires, or if a high-to-low transition occurs on the Sleep_RQ pin. Setting 
SM to 4 disables the pin wake option.  
 
In cyclic sleep, the module sleeps for a specified time, and then wakes and 
sends a poll request to its parent to discover if the parent has any pending data 
for the end device. If the parent has buffered data for the end device, or if serial 
data is received, the Xbee will remain awake for a time. Otherwise, it will enter 
sleep mode immediately.  
 
The On/Sleep line is asserted (high) when the module wakes, and is de-
asserted (low) when the module sleeps. If hardware flow control is enabled (D7 
command), the CTS pin will assert (low) when the module wakes and can 
receive serial data, and de-assert (high) when the module sleeps. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-11. Cyclic Sleep 
 
In Fig. 2-11: 
 

 T1 represents when the module wakes from cyclic sleep 
 

 T2 is the time when the module returns to sleep 
 

 T3 is the later time when the module wakes from cyclic sleep 
 
In cyclic sleep mode (SM=4 or 5), if serial or RF data is received, the module 
will start a sleep timer (time until sleep). Any data received serially or over the 
RF link will restart the timer. The sleep timer value is settable with the ST 
command.  
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While the module is awake, it will send poll request transmissions every 100ms 
to check its parent for buffered data messages. The module returns to sleep 
when the sleep timer expires. 
 
 
2.5.5. Current Consumption 
 
After studying and considering these sleep modes from the Xbee and bearing in 
mind that what is desired is that Arduino takes control over the radio, by setting 
when to sleep or not, the most suitable option to  accomplish this is by setting 
the module with Pin Sleep mode, that will ensure the Arduino to master the 
Xbee sleep time. 
 
Now in order to measure the amount of current that the whole circuit consumes, 
it´s necessary to set up a simple circuit that comprises a 1.4 shunt resistor 
connected in series between a test battery and the load (Arduino + Xbee in 
Sleep mode).  
 
A Oscilloscope will be able to display the waveforms of the system in active and 
sleep modes and in that way it will measure the voltage drop on each state and 
by simply applying Ohm`s law we will obtain the current consumed on the 
resistor, that will be a very approximate value of what the Arduino consumes. 
This current consumption is important in order to select the appropriate battery 
and therefore, the solar panel. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-12. Test circuit to measure current consumption at the Arduino. 
 
Since the Arduino has to master the Xbee in regards of the sleep mode, I 
selected Arduino’s pin 7 to control the Xbee’s Sleep_RQ pin (pin 9). For this, I 
had to solder a wire from the Arduinos pin 7 to the Xbee shield’s pin 9. Fig. 2-13 
shows how the node looks like. 
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Fig. 2-13. Xbee Shield configured for the End Device. 
 
The sketch designed to be loaded at the Arduino will first set a sleep time, then 
wakes up the Xbee, makes a measurement and sends it via serial to the Xbee, 
which will send the info to the Coordinator to be processed and displayed, after 
this, Arduino puts Xbee back to sleep and sets its own sleep mode and the 
established sleep time. 
 
I set a Cycle of one hour (3600 s): 
 

 Wake time: 2 seconds. 
 

 Sleep time: 3598 seconds 
 
For test purposes, the cycle was then reduced to 9 seconds like this: 
 

 Wake time: 2 seconds 
 

 Sleep time: 7 seconds. 
 

In other words, I measured the total current that the node consumes in a 
complete working cycle. 
 
The following figure shows in the oscilloscope the waveform displayed of 
Arduinos pin 7(which was previously declared to control the Xbee sleep mode), 
where Xbee Sleep_RQ pin is asserted for 7 seconds keeping the Xbee slept 
and then this pin is deasserted in order to wake the Xbee: 
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Fig. 2-14. Arduino pin 7 waveform that controls Xbee sleep mode. 
 
The following figure shows the output waveform taken from the 1.4 ohms (this 
value was measured with the ohmmeter) shunt resistor: 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-15. Waveform taken from the resistor. 
 
As it was expected, the Arduino sleeps for 7 seconds and then wakes, makes a 
measurement, wakes the Xbee, transmit the data acquired, puts back the Xbee 
to sleep and finally enters in low power mode. 
 
According to the previous figure, these are the results obtained: 
 
 

 On Active mode: 72.00 mV 
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 On Sleep mode: 28. mV 

 
In order to get the current in both modes, it´s just a matter of applying a simple 
Ohm’s Law:  
 
Table 2.5. Arduino+Xbee consumption. 
 

CONSUMPTION ARDUINO + XBEE 

Active Mode(mA) Sleep Mode(mA) Wake Time(s) Sleep Time (s) T(s) 

55,35 21,5 2 3598 3600
 
Total consumption on Sleep mode in a cycle: 

	                                                                                  

(3.1) 

	 	

	
21.5 21.488	                                               

(3.2) 
 
And the total consumption on Active Mode in a cycle: 

	                                                                            (3.3) 

	 	

	
55.35	 0.0307	                                          

(3.4) 
 
Now, the total current consumption in a defined cycle is the addition of (3.4) and 
(3.2): 
 

	 	 21.48	 0.0307	 21.52	                                 
(3.5) 
 
The width of the peaks that can be observed at Fig. 2-16 were also measured 
and this yields 4ms. Since there are 12 peaks during the active time of the 
node, this will represent only 2.5% of the time, which we can assume this peaks 
are negligible and will not change at all the current measurements that were 
explained in the previous paragraphs of this section.  
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Fig. 2-16. Data Transmission/Reception of node while in active mode 
 
However, it will be a very useful information on obtaining the real data 
transmission rate. 
 
According to (3.5), the total current that the node consumes in a cycle (1 hour 
long) is 21.52 mA. What is desire is to have a battery enough independent to 
provide power to the system for at least 10 days, so this is 240 hours, in other 
words, this means that since one single cycle was defined for one hour, then 
our battery should  be fair independent for at least  240 cycles. So the capacity 
of the battery for our system should be: 
 

	 	 	 	 	 	               (3.9) 
 

	 240	 21.52	 5165	                                  (4.0) 
 
Looking into the market, the most suitable option was the 537-5488 from RS, 
since achieves the design requirements and cheaper if compared the same 
product from different manufacturers. 
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Fig. 2-17. Lead Acid 12V Battery. 
 

 
Table 2.6. Battery Characteristics 
 

Criterial  Value 
Cells per Unit 6 
Voltage per unit 12 V 
Capacity 7 Ah at 20h rate to 1,8 V/cell
Internal Resistance 23 mΩ 
 
 
Now it’s time then to figure out -based on the battery chosen- the features of the 
solar panel that will provide the energy to charge the battery. 
 
2.5.6. Solar Panel  
 
A solar cell, or photovoltaic cell, is a simple semiconductor device that converts 
light into electric energy. It is a form of photoelectric cell, defined as a device 
whose electrical characteristics, such as current, voltage, or resistance, vary 
when exposed to light. Solar cells are the building blocks of photovoltaic 
modules, otherwise known as solar panels. 
 
 A solar panel, also known as photovoltaic module is a packaged, connected 
assembly of solar cells. Solar panels can be used as a component of a 
larger photovoltaic system to generate and supply electricity in commercial and 
residential applications. Each module is rated by its DC output power under 
standard test conditions (STC). 
 
Some materials exhibit a property known as the photoelectric effect that causes 
them to absorb photons of light and release electrons. When these free 
electrons are captured, an electric current results that can be used as electricity. 
During the energy crisis in the 1970s, photovoltaic technology gained 
recognition as a source of power for non-space applications. [25] 
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In essence, the electricity in all solar devices comes from light, or photons and 
electrons. Although solar panels make use of a wide range of frequencies of 
light, they generate voltages in almost the same way—through the Photovoltaic 
Effect. The Photovoltaic Effect is the creation of electric current or voltage 
through a material (i.e., metals) upon exposure to light [26]. 
 
Among the powering options for the node, I chose to work with a solar panel, 
because is a technology that has been used from a long time ago, in industrial, 
residential, healthcare and many other applications, it is widespread, reliable, 
cost effective, according to [27] since solar panels have no mechanical moving 
parts (except for sun tracking mechanical bases) it require less maintenance 
than other renewable energy systems like wind turbines.  
 
The solar panel will be in charge of providing enough energy to charge the 
battery taking profit of sun light and powering the node. Then during periods of 
low illumination (night time), the charged battery will be the agent that will power 
the node. 
 

2.5.6.1. Solar Panel Electrical Model 
 
Taken from [27] a solar cell can be modeled as a current source (Isc), which is 
the photo-generated current proportional to the number of incoming photons, in 
parallel with a parasite diode which makes a PN junction. The Current (I) and 
output voltage (V) define the power generated (V x I) from the cell. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-18. A solar panel electrical model [28] 
 
The incoming power (W) in a photovoltaics cell is the product of the irradiance 
G (W/m2) by the area of the cell. The electrical model determines the I-V output 
curve of the solar cell, this curve depends directly from G and the cell 
temperature (Tc). The following figure represents different I/V curves as a 
function of G and for a Tc=25 ºC.  
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Fig. 2-19.  I-V Curve of a solar cell [29] 
 
The short circuit current (Isc) is obtained when the voltage drops to 0 V. This 
current is proportional to G. As the polarization voltage increases, the current 
decreases due to leak of current through the parasite diode that forms the cell. 
The open circuit voltage (Voc) is associated to a 0 A current at the cell output 
and is driven by the threshold voltage of the parasite diode. For a single si-cell 
the Voc  is around 0.6 V.  
 
Solar panels manufacturers use to provide several parameters such Isc, Voc, Imp, 
Vmp and Pmpp for G=1000 W/m2, and a radiation of AM 1.5, these are Standard 
Test Conditions (STC). 
 
With a given cell temperature, it´s possible then to find different parameters of 
the cell itself, specifically, Isc and Voc from the STC values and temperature 
coefficients given by the manufacturer. 
 
 
2.5.7. Solar Panel Design 
 
From [27], what is required to design an autonomous photovoltaics system is: 
 

 Daily load consumption, which was previously addressed  
 

 System Architecture 
 

 Geographic location 
 

 Daily average irradiance in the operating period 
 

2.5.7.1. Panel Orientation 
 
Orientation or panel inclination will be key on obtaining the irradiance over 
them, and then, the Isc   of the panel itself. 
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Panel orientation is determined by two parameters: inclination angle β respect 
to the horizontal plane and the azimuth angle α.  
 
Maximum irradiance is obtained when direct radiation is perpendicular to the 
panel surface, which yield for α=αopt and for β=βopt. However, these optimal 
angles values will depend directly form time, day of the year and the latitude.  
 
For low power systems, the panel will be fixed to a given angle β and α=0º for 
the north hemisphere. 
 
It is necessary to consider the Earth inclination angle, which is 23.45º over the 
surface described by its elliptic path. Hence, this angle βopt will change from a 
minimum φ-23.45º to a maximum φ+23.45º. 
 
Since the system is called to work during the entire year, and bearing in mind 
that Spain has the four weather seasons, then it is important to maximize the 
irradiation during the season with the less hours of sun during the day, so the  
angle βop= φ+23.45º, where φ is the latitude of Castelldefels, which is 
approximately 41.3º N, this yields an angle of βop= 64.75º 
 

2.5.7.2. How to Calculate Irradiation 
 
There are three solutions in order to calculate the irradiation in a determined 
period of time: 

 Theoretical equations: they are very complex and with not so reliable 
results. 

 
 Tables: Weather stations use to provide an irradiation measured in a 

specific period of time (daily or monthly) on horizontal planes.  
 

 Data Bases: this is, the most simple and reliable alternative in order to 
find the value of irradiation in a determined period. [36] 

 
Just by selecting the location and issuing the βop on [36]  
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Fig. 2-20 Irradiation calculation using [36] 
 

The less average daily radiation is obtained in December, with a value of 4.0 
kWh/m2 as shown in Fig. 2-21 

 

 
 

Fig. 2-21. Solar radiation database used in [36] is PVGIS-CMSAF. 
 
 
 

2.5.7.3. Panel Architecture 
 

Now, in regards of the panel architecture, there are two ways of connecting the 
panels to the batteries: by a direct connection or by a MPPT circuit. With direct 
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connection, an interrupter (a simple diode) is implemented to avoid battery 
discharge through the panel when there’s not enough illumination or to prevent 
the battery to keep charging when it has reached its maximum charge level. In 
this case, the panel is polarized to the battery voltage. 

 
Since the MPPT is much more complex to implement, and both connections 
achieve the same goal, then it was decided to implement the direct connection.  

 
In order to design a solar panel, it´s enough with finding some of its parameters, 
such as open circuit voltage or the short circuit current. And solar panels 
manufacturers use to provide several parameters like Isc, Voc, Imp, Vmp and Pmpp 
for G=1000 W/m2, and a radiation of AM 1.5, these are Standard Test 
Conditions (STC). So once Isc and Voc  are found, then it is  a matter to look for 
the market offering panels with close characteristics to the ones obtained 
theoretically. 
 
According to [27], the energy generated by the solar panel must be greater than 
the energy consumed by the load: 
 
Epanel > Eload  
 
For the load: _ 	 24     xx 
 
Now replacing data obtained on xx on this equation: 
 
  _ 	12	 22.52	 24       
 
For the panel: 

	
1000

 

Replacing data obtained for Irradiation we obtain the following: 

	
4000

1000
 

This means that:  

	12	
4000

1000
	 12	 22.52	 24  

0.135	  
 
This is, finding a commercial panel whose short circuit current to be greater 
than 0.135A and an open circuit voltage superior to 12V.  
 
Now, in the market there are many options but there were budget constraints 
that did not permit us to choose the best one but the most suitable one. So my 
choice was a STP 005 solar panel with the following characteristics: 
 
 
Table 2.7. Solar Panel Characteristics 
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Solar Module 

Model Type   STP005
Rated Power Pmax 5 W 
Rated Current Impp 0.286 A
Rated Voltage Vmpp 17.5 V 
Short Circuit Current Isc 0.32 A 
Open Circuit Voltage Voc 22 V 
Weight   0.8 Kg 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2-22. The solar panel chosen to work with the network. 
 

 
 
2.5.8. Solar Charge Regulator 
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Now that I have described the main components of the powering system, as the 
solar panel and the battery, it´s the moment of making them interact with the 
solar charge regulator. The solar charge regulator consists of a control circuit 
that oversees the state of the battery charge, either if it is overloaded or if it is 
over discharged, which may cause an irreversible damage in the battery and 
increase the cost of the project due to additional maintenance and battery 
replacement. 
 
The following figure shows an example of a system that includes a solar panel 
to reload batteries. Two comparators controls the switches which will open 
when the battery voltage surpasses the threshold (Vmax in case of overload) or 
drops below the lower threshold (Vmin in case of over discharge)  
 

 
 

Fig. 2-23. Battery protection scheme in a photovoltaics system [33]. 
 

 
Now, after searching in the market for the most suitable option, I chose the most 
affordable one, with the following characteristics: 
 

 Handles up to 7 Amps (100W solar panel) 
 

 Protect a 12V battery from being overcharged or over discharged. 
 

 LED indicator for easy monitoring 
 

 Quick and easy connection with solar panel, battery and load. 
 
Table 2.8. Solar Panel regulator features. 

 
 Max. solar input current: 7 A 

Max. solar voltage input (Voc) 22V 
Max. load current: 7A 
Over discharge voltage 11+/- 0.3 V
Output voltage 12V 
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Fig. 2-24. Solar Charge Regulator chosen. 
 

During the power management stage design, first it was proposed to choose a 
6V battery as the minimum voltage to put the Arduino and the Xbee to work 
properly, based on the principle of energy saving and also cost savings, and it 
was working fine; However, when choosing the solar regulator, the majority of 
manufacturers offer a 12 V solution, hence, the 6V battery was no longer useful 
for my solution. Then I had to get 12 V lead acid batteries for my nodes. So 
there´s got to be a tradeoff between commercial solutions and theoretical 
solutions. 
 
Due to the  oversize of the power management system, both the battery and the 
panel were too big in regards of the Arduino plus the Xbee, going in the 
opposite direction of what a wireless sensor node should be: as smaller as 
possible. However, we achieved after the system start-up and the respective 
tests that the network was power autonomous. So, there also got to be a 
tradeoff between size and performance. And as a result of achieving a power 
autonomous system, it is important to remark that this is a positive point when 
topics as network cost and maintenance cost come up, since frequency on 
replacing batteries will be noticeable reduced. 
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Then the following figure shows a scheme of how the node will be like. 
 

 
Fig. 2-25. A node scheme 
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CHAPTER 3. TESTING SCENARIO 

 
This chapter explains several tests in order to evaluate data communication. 
First, performing communication between the Xbees, and after that, performing 
communication among Arduinos via wireless. Right after the communication 
test, I measured how much power does the node consumes according to what 
was designed for the power stage in the previous section. 

3.1. Communication Test  
 
In order to make this test, two scenarios were taken into account:  
 

 Xbee to Xbee: this is a communication via radio between the two 
modules. A “simple Zigbee chat session” as FALUDI calls it in [40]. 
 

 Arduino to Arduino: this is basically running a simple sketch in the 
Arduino microcontroller that sends a message via serial to the Xbee, and 
this one transmit it via radio to  the receiver Xbee which subsequently 
sends this message via serial to the .  

 
3.1.1. Xbee to Xbee  
 
First, with the X-CTU software, one Xbee was configured as a coordinator and 
named “C”, and the other Xbee was set as a router and labeled “R2”. The 
message from R2 to C was created with the pacekt assembler tool from the 
software and is: “Hola C” and the message from C to R2 will be “Hola R2”.  
 
For this purpose, I used the Arduino board as a Xbee adapter to configure it, in 
order to use the X-CTU software features as explained in [40] and in [41] : I 
inserted both Xbees into its respective shields, then carefully removed the 
ATMEGA chip with a flat screwdriver from the Arduino board, then connected 
the Shield to the board and placed the jumpers into the USB position. In that 
way I ensured that no code on the ATMEGA would interfere in the 
communication event. 
  
PAN ID and Operating channel on router must match with the coordinator in 
order to be in the same network and ensure communication.  
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Fig. 3-1. Xbee coordinator (C) and router (R2). 
 
Next, I proceeded to open a terminal window in the X-CTU and created the 
message that was sent from the router to the coordinator. See Fig. 3-2 : 
 

 
 

Fig. 3-2.  Message sent from router to coordinator. 
 
And this is the message from the coordinator to the router seen at the router 
terminal: 
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Fig. 3-3. Message sent from coordinator to router. 
 
Finally as expected, communication between Xbee modules works fine. 
 
 
3.1.2. Arduino to Arduino 
 
Now, for this test, both microcontrollers were placed again on the Arduino 
boards and a simple sketch with the message “Prueba de comunicación entre 
dos Xbees, desde R2 a C” was programmed on the Router board. It’s important 
to change the jumper’s position from USB to XBEE since now the 
Communication path will be Arduino R2Xbee R2Xbee CArduino C. 
 
Fig. 3-4 shows the script at the Arduino IDE and on the Terminal, the message 
that router is transmitting to the Coordinator every two seconds. 
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Fig. 3-4. Arduino communication through Xbees. 
 
Now, on the coordinators side, Fig. 3-5 shows that it actually received a frame 
in HEX, this is because Xbee Coordinator in set in API mode.  
 

 
Fig. 3-5. Coordinator console showing received messages. 

 
The original message can be seen by using a simple HEX to ASCII converter. 
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Fig. 3-6. Message receive by the Coordinator. 
 
 
3.1.3. Data Transmission  
 
The message that Arduino end node will send to the Coordinator will be:” XX ºC at node 

YY”, where XX represents the value of the variable measured (Temperature) and YY is the 
node identification, which can be ED or R2. The Coordinator will receive an API frame like 

the one shown on  
Fig. 3-7¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. , and why is better 
to use API mode instead of the simple AT at the coordinator end?  
 
Well, unlike AT mode, API mode you can take advantage of the following: 
 

 Acknowledgement (ACK) and Retries. When sending a packet, the 
transmitting radio receives an ACK, indicating the packet was 
successfully delivered. The transmitting radio will resend the packet if it 
does not receive an ACK. 
 

 Receive packets (RX), contain the source address of the transmitting 
radio 

 
 Configure a remote radio with the remote AT feature, among other 

features [35]. 
 
So, the frame received in HEX by the coordinator is: 
 
7E 00 25 90 00 7D 33 A2 00 40 B5 8F 7B 24 E0 01 31 38 31 2E 31 35 20 20 43 
20 65 6E 20 65 6C 20 6E 6F 64 6F 20 52 32 0D 0A 96 
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Fig. 3-7. Frame message received on coordinator sent by the end device 
 
The entire frame has 37 bytes long, which includes control headers, payload, 
delimiter and checksum, using the X-CTU frame interpreter I got the following 
info from the frame (see Fig. 3-8): 
 

 
 

Fig. 3-8. Xbee API frame interpreter used to decode received frames. 
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Each field of the API frame will be described below: 
 

 Start delimiter: 7E, which is useful to indicate the Xbee that a new frame 
has arrived. 

 
 Length: 37, refers to the number of bytes between length and checksum 

fields. 
 

 Frame type: 90, is the code for a received packet. 
 

 64 bit source address: is the MAC address of the sender. 
 

 16 bit source address: is the sender network address. 
 

 Receive options: a 01 indicates that packet has been acknowledged 
 

 Received data: the message sent from the end device and received by 
the coordinator. 

 
 
Now, considering that a transmission event lasts 4 ms (refer to Fig. 2-16.), this 
will be enough information in order to obtain the real data rate. 
 

	 	 	

	
                                                                 (3.6) 

 
Now, replacing data on (3.6):  
 

	 	

	
8 74	000	                                              (3.7) 

 
Finally, focusing only on the payload of the frame, which is 24 bytes long, then 
the data rate will be reduced to: 
 

	 	
	

	
8 48	000	                            (3.8) 

 
Both results obtained in 3.7 and 3.8 are far away from the theoretical data rate 
for Xbee devices which is 250 kbps. 
 

3.2. Power Consumption Test  
 
This section will probe that measurements made with power components per 
separate meet with the ones were all the power system components connected 
altogether.  
 
Two scenarios are considered: the first one without the solar charge regulator, 
this is, a regular direct connection, with the solar panel in series with a diode 
and the battery with the load(node) and determine the current provided by the 
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panel under sunlight, the current consumed by the node and  the current that 
battery is receiving. 
 
 And the second scenario is with the charge regulator interconnecting the panel, 
battery plus the load, this is just to check if the regulator makes any influence on 
the total node power consumption comparing it with the results obtained in the 
previous section. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3-9. First test scenario: a direct connection. 
 
After this setup, I obtained the following results: 
 

 Current from the solar panel: 182.1 mA 
 

 Current on the Arduino: 28.1 mA 
 

 Current on the Battery: 154 mA 
 

 Voltage on Battery:  12.11 V 
 

So under this conditions, the panel is providing power to the Arduino and at the 
same time I charging the battery with 154 mA. 
 
The previous setup was made at 17:30. Then, in order to simulate a deep 
shade, I covered the panel with my handbag, and under this conditions, I got 
the following results: 
 

 Current from the solar panel: 0 mA, voltage dropped to 0 V opening the 
switch, so no current flow was obtained, as expected. 
 

 Current on the Arduino: 28.1 mA 
 

In this scenario, the battery provides the power to the Arduino, since there was 
no irradiance over the panel.  
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Now with a regulator, we placed easily connected the battery, the panel and the 
node to the regulator and with an ampmeter measured the current on each 
component. 
 

 
Fig. 3-10. Second test scenario: charge regulator plus panel, Arduino and 

battery. 
 
After this setup, I obtained the following results: 
 

 Current from the solar panel: 220.1 mA 
 

 Current on the Arduino: 28.1 mA 
 

 Current on the Battery: 192 mA 
 

 Voltage on Battery: 11.94 V 
 

I made several iterations to this measurement exercise in order to obtain a 
possible data from the regulator consumption, however I did not get any 
significant result. This current should be in the order of micro or pico amps since 
the multmeter from the lab could not detect it, it could be possible by using a 
multmeter with a higher resolution. On  the other hand, the temperature sensor 
drains 60µA from its 5V power supply, this is 0.06 mA 
 
 
The test performed demonstrated that current measurements on the node 
(measured in the previous section) were correct as expected.  
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
 
After every stage of the system (variable measurement, data processing and 
transmission and power management) has been studied, now it´s time to put all 
together and make it work. Since the variable that will be measured was 
decided to be temperature, then a temperature sensor was added to the node, 
both end device and router. The sensor, a LM 35 [37], was chosen since I´ve 
worked with it in the past courses and provides high accuracy, has an output 
voltage linearly proportional to the Centigrade temperature, and also does not 
need any external calibration. 
 
It is an analog temperature sensor with a range of -55 ° C to + 150 ° C and its 
output gives 10mV per Celsius degree. To make the temperature reading in 
Celsius, in the Arduino program it´s only a matter of applying a simple math 
formula as follows: 
 

∗ 5 ∗ 100
1023

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4-1. A LM35 temperature sensor. 
 
The Arduino then executes a sketch that makes the operation described above 
and sends the temperature value via serial to the Xbee radio. The Xbee radio, 
either router or end device will send this information to the coordinator which 
takes care of receiving the data, process it properly and save it in a file text for 
further consulting and analysis. 
 
The nodes were deployed at the field next to the EETAC library, a 50m x 85m 
open field, enough and plenty of space to measure the final results of the 
implementation. 
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Fig. 4-2.Field were network was implemented 
 

After this, all of the components of the node were interconnected thru the 
voltage regulator by following its user manual, connecting the battery, the solar 
panel and finally the Arduino+ Xbee+LM35 and then distributed on the field. The 
following picture better shows how the node looked like at the moment of the 
final implementation of the network: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-3Picture of an end device. 
 

Just to recall, the coordinator, since it works as a base station it is always 
powered thru the USB cable connected to the laptop. 
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Fig. 4-4. Picture of the coordinator node connected to a PC. 
 

One of the objectives was to ensure that nodes were taking the correct 
measurements of the variable, also to ensure communication from nodes to 
coordinator, and prove the advantages that ZigBee offers with mesh 
networking, in this case, since I only work just with two nodes, the idea is 
making the end device not to reach the coordinator by one hope and put the 
router into action and “reroute” data coming from the end device and deliver it to 
the coordinator. 
 
After all the Xbee radio parameters were once again uploaded, as well as the 
Arduino sketches in order to measure temperature, I then turned on the 
coordinator  (first of all) since this is the node that would start up the network, by 
selecting the appropriate RF channel and the PAN ID.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4-5. Coordinator node configuration. 
 
Second, I turned on the router, and waited for the association LED to blink twice 
per second as an indicator that the router was in the same PAN as the 
coordinator, this took only 3 seconds (this led blinking feature was set 
previously to the Xbee). 
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Fig. 4-6. Router has the same channel and PAN ID as the Coordinator 
 

I want to note that both router and end device radios were set with the same 
parameters: they both were programmed with the lowest output power level 
available and with a power boost mode (this offered the possibility, if enabled, to 
enhance radio sensitivity by 1 dB and increase output power with an extra 2dB) 
disabled 
 
Next I started to move away the router from the coordinator in a straight line 
until reaching a point where I still could see that no packets were lost, this 
distance (measured with a smartphone GPS application) yielded 32.17 m. Just 
to clarify that this is not the limit distance where I experienced data losses from 
router to coordinator. Actually by performing again a range test, I measured that 
from a distance of 55.5 meters I started losing data packets. This is summarized 
in the following chart: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-7.Coordinator Router range test results on field. 
 
This means that I could have moved the router even farther away from the 
coordinator (up to extra 23.13 meters) and still not to experience any packet 
loses. 
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After this, I turned off the router and left it on its current position. Then it was 
time for the end device. Basically I made the same procedure as with the router: 
I turned it (the end device) on and waited until the association LED would blink 
twice per second, indicating me that the end device entered the PAN that was 
previously set by the Coordinator. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-8. End Device within the Network as well. 
 
 Next I started to move away from the coordinator until reaching a point where I 
noticed that coordinator did not receive any packages from the end device. This 
distance, measured with a smartphone GPS application yielded 56m. The 
distance form the End Device to the Router, was also measured and yielded 
25m. 
 
At that moment, the Coordinator was receiving no messages from the end 
device. With that in mind then I turned back on the router and I was able to 
receive data both from end device and coordinator. As a matter of fact, Fig. 4-9 
shows that all three devices are connected to the network: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-9. Router and End Device Connected to network with Coordinator. 
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Just to summarize, the table below shows the distances between the nodes on 
the network that was deployed: 
 
Table 4.1. Distance between nodes. 
 

From-To Distance (m) 
Coordinator-Router 32,17
Coordinator-End Device 56
Router-End Device 25
 
 
The figure below shows a scheme of the network: 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-10. Scheme of the WSN implemented 
 
 
And the following picture show the network deployed on the field: 
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Fig. 4-11. Network Implemented 
 

On the previous picture it should be pointed out that the router was placed 
directly under the sun, and the end device was placed on a shade formed by 
the tree. This was made with the purpose to notice the temperature variation 
from one point to another. Another point to remark is that it was not considered 
placing the nodes above the floor, this is placing them above an object or 
platform to provide some elevation in order to improve the range, however this 
can be considered for future developments on this field of study. 
 
The sketch to receive the data coming from the nodes was built in Processing: 
Processing is an open source programming language and integrated 
development environment (IDE) built for the electronic arts communities with 
the purpose of teaching the fundamentals of computer programming  and to 
serve as the foundation for electronic sketchbooks. The project was initiated in 
2001 by Casey Reas and Benjamin Fry, both formerly of the Aesthetics and 
Computation Group at the MIT Media Lab. The language builds on the Java 
language, but uses a simplified syntax and graphics programming model. 
 
Now, the code executed at the coordinator side was able to determine where a 
data was coming from, the value of the temperature and the time the sample 
was taken. It simply “listens” to the incoming data from the serial port -which is 
connected via USB with the Arduino Coordinator board- and then writes it in a 
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text file where all the data collected within a determined timeframe was saved in 
the same code folder. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-12. Print Screen of the text file created after code execution. 

 
It can be observed in the next figure, just as expected, the noticeable difference 
among the measurements made by the router and the end device, showing how 
different the temperature is in a place under the direct sunlight  and a place 
under a shade, almost 12 degrees in average of difference. This high 
temperature captured on the router can also be influenced since the node was 
not covered by a shield that may have protected the Arduino and the 
breadboard from overheating produced by the soil high temperature. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4-13.Text file print screen with the data collected from the nodes. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
First of all, the state of the art in Wireless Sensor Network technologies was 
reviewed, and among a broad amount of options to implement, based on criteria 
of low cost, easy implementation, documentation, distance range, mesh 
networking, then it was decided to use Zigbee. Then I decided to work with 
Arduino hardware/software, because every board costs no more than 30 €, it is 
also easy to implement, the IDE is programmed in C language an even more 
important, there are lots of tutorials and projects available by the Arduino 
community online. 
 
Following that, communication tests were performed-on a first hand, it was 
made a Xbee to Xbee test, and second, an Arduino to Arduino test via wireless, 
aided by the Xbees- in order to ensure that data sent by nodes was effectively 
received by the coordinator for further processing or analysis, and in case that 
one of the nodes could not reach the coordinator because of the distance 
between them, the other node played a repeater role in order to achieve the 
package delivery. 
 
Then, I measured power consumption by a single node, this measurements 
were very useful at the moment to dimension the power supply unit of the node, 
this is the battery-a lead acid and stationary because of the application-. Then 
after the battery was selected, an energy scavenging power supply was chosen, 
in this case, a solar panel, achieving a power autonomous wireless sensor 
node. 
 
This project meets with all of the objectives set. The system was designed to 
receive the greatest amount of sun radiation, bearing in mind the worst case 
scenario where there is low illumination and because of that, it takes longer for 
the battery to be fully recharged. 
 
As expected, when setting a fixed transmitting power on the nodes, the rate of 
packets received by the destination node decreases as the distance between 
nodes increases significantly, tests performed show a big difference with the 
data offered by the radio manufacturer. 
 
This project can be considered as a small step for creating a campus weather 
station, or also to create a control and monitoring system for crops water 
irrigation, that can be very useful for agriculture students in the campus as well 
or preventing the risk of fire in determined times of the year. 
 
There’s is still a lot to work in the field of Wireless Sensor Network technology, 
since it has an enormous potential to improve outdoor control systems and 
quality of life of citizens within a called smart city for instance:  the development 
of low-power communication hardware, low-power microcontrollers, MEMS 
based sensors and actuators, and energy-scavenging devices is necessary to 
enhance the potential and the performance of sensor networks.  
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Future Work 
 
For future work, there are several fields of action and improvements that can be 
carried out, some of them were not developed on this project basically for time 
constraints: 
 
In order to better access data obtained during measurement actions, a web 
server and a mobile web app can be developed. Arduino offers an Ethernet 
library that can be used to develop this web server, where the temperature 
information will be stored and accessed remotely from any terminal, even from 
a mobile phone or tablet. Also, it would be interesting to control from the 
coordinator, the parameters of the rest of the nodes that take part of the 
network, such as, power level, Node Identification, node profiles, etc…   
 
Basically for time constraints, a GUI was not developed, but Processing is a 
very good option to make a graphic interface that shows in real time the 
evolution of the values measured for every single node.  
 
This Master Thesis, for budget limitations, only made use of three nodes, a 
coordinator, a router and an end device. For a real application, it would be great 
to have a greater number (at least in a factor of 4) of nodes working, to better 
dimension the routing properties of the ZigBee protocol and what action the 
network takes when a node falls out. Also to achieve ubiquity of sensing. 
 
Since there is still a way ahead in the path of optimizing energy consumption of 
the nodes, an idea is to make the most of the Xbee’s functionalities and 
suppress the use of the Arduino, basically the Xbee is an integrated MCU and 
transceiver module. It can change the transmission power levels, control its 
sleep modes, and keep asleep for weeks and even months, also, the Xbee has 
seven analog input pins, which can be used to measure different environmental 
variables. With a lower energy consumption, then a more affordable and lighter 
battery can be found among the ones offered by the market. 
 
Topics like security in WSN communications were not addressed, and for future 
investigations it can be proposed to study a method of secure encryption of 
information. 
 
 

Environmental Impact 
 
On one side, the network that was designed is energy sustainable, since uses 
sunlight as its primary power source, which though a solar panel, charges the 
battery and provides energy to the load during the day. 
 
Moreover, it is expected that with these type of networks, deployed in prone 
disaster zones, can detect and anticipate to disaster and in that way authorities 
can take preventive and corrective actions, save the ecosystem, save life and 
save costs of reduce the impact of a disaster. 
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On the other side, bearing in mind that nodes are powered with lead acid 
batteries, these ones become in a highly potential polluting agent of the 
environment if are not properly treated when their lifecycle and need to be 
replaced. 
 
Sulfuric acid affects the environment if a spill occurs, acidifying waters and 
increasing the levels of metallic ions, like aluminum ion, dissolved in the water. 
 
Lead accumulates in living organisms, experiencing deep effects on their health 
by poisoning. Used lead batteries should be kept stored to avoid contact wth 
water, aqueous solutions in general and also to avoid contact with fuels 
because there is a high risk of fire. If acid gets in contact with metals, hydrogen 
gas can be loosen, which is flammable and explosive. 
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CHAPTER 6. PROJECT BUDGET 
 
The following table shows a list of the elements used to implement the network.  
 
Table 6.1. Total cost of the network implemented 
 

Item Price(€) Amount Cost(€) 

Arduino UNO REV3 25 2 50
Arduino MEGA 2560 35 1 35
Arduino Xbee Shield 14,25 3 42,75
Arduino IDE software 0 1 0
X-CTU Software 0 1 0
Xbee XB24 24,5 3 73,5
Solar Panel STP005 16,42 2 32,84
Solar Charge Regulator 26,15 2 52,3
Breadboard 4,5 2 9
12V Lead acid Battery 15,32 2 30,64

TOTAL (€) 326,03
 
The following table shows the price of a single node: 
 
Table 6.2. The cost of a single node 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After analyzing the cost of a single node, it should be pointed out that this price 
can be reduced if instead of using Arduino+Xbee we only use Xbee radio, since 
the module fulfils the same functions that Arduino offers. If removed both 
Arduino and Arduino Xbee Shield and adding a Xbee explorer, the total cost 
goes from 127.94 € to € 90  
  

Item Price(€) 

Arduino UNO REV3 25
Arduino Xbee Shield 14,25
Arduino IDE software 0
X-CTU Software 0
Xbee XB24 24,5
Solar Panel STP005 16,42
Solar Charge 
Regulator 26,15
Breadboard 4,5
12V Lead acid Battery 15,32
LM35 1,8
TOTAL (€) 127,94
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A. Temperature Sensor 
 
The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature devices with an 
output voltage linearly-proportional to the Centigrade temperature. It does not 
require any external calibration or trimming to provide typical accuracies of 
±¼°C at room temperature and ±¾°C over a full −55°C to 150°C temperature 
range. The low-output impedance, linear output, and precise inherent calibration 
of the LM35 device makes interfacing to readout or control circuitry especially 
easy. The device is used with single power supplies, or with plus and minus 
supplies. And it only drains 60µA from its power supply. 
 

 
Fig. A-1.Basic Centigrade Temperature Sensor 

 
 

 
Fig. A-2. Pin Configuration 
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Fig. A-3. Recommended Operating conditions. 

 

 
 

Fig. A-4. Maximum Ratings 
 

 
 

Fig. A-5. Accuracy vs. Temperature 
 
The LM35 device has a very wide 4-V to 5.5-V power supply voltage range, 
which makes it ideal for many applications. In noisy environments, TI 
recommends adding a 0.1 μF from V+ to GND to bypass the power supply 
voltage. Larger capacitances maybe required and are dependent on the power-
supply noise. 
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B. Battery 
 
A sealed Lead Acid Battery 537-5488 (12V 7.0Ah) for general purpose was 
chosen to power the nodes. 
 

 
 

Fig. B-1. 537-5488 Battery Specification. 
 

 
 

Fig. B-2. Effect of temperature on Battery life 
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Fig. B-3. Self-Discharge characteristics 

 

 
 

Fig. B-4. Discharge Characteristics 
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Fig. B-5. Float Charging Characteristics 
 
 

C. Solar Panel 
 

This panels count with a TUV IEC61215 quality certificate. Cristal solar panels 
manufactured by Solar Technology International.  
The STP005BP and STP010BP got a blocking diode to avoid damaging.  
 
 

D. Arduino UNO 
 
The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board based on 
the ATmega328 (datasheet). It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can 
be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz ceramic resonator, a USB 
connection, a power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains 
everything needed to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a 
computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC adapter or battery to 
get started. 
 

Summary 
 
Microcontroller ATmega328 
Operating Voltage 5V 
Input Voltage 
(recommended) 

7-12V 

Input Voltage (limits) 6-20V 
Digital I/O Pins 14 (of which 6 provide PWM output) 
Analog Input Pins 6 
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DC Current per I/O Pin 40 mA 
DC Current for 3.3V Pin 50 mA 
Flash Memory 32 KB (ATmega328) of which 0.5 KB used by 

bootloader 
SRAM 2 KB 
EEPROM 1 KB 
Clock Speed 16 MHz 

 

D.1. Power 
The Arduino Uno can be powered via the USB connection or with an external 
power supply. The power source is selected automatically. 

 

External (non-USB) power can come either from an AC-to-DC adapter (wall-
wart) or battery. The adapter can be connected by plugging a 2.1mm center-
positive plug into the board's power jack. Leads from a battery can be inserted 
in the Gnd and Vin pin headers of the POWER connector. 

 

The board can operate on an external supply of 6 to 20 volts. If supplied with 
less than 7V, however, the 5V pin may supply less than five volts and the board 
may be unstable. If using more than 12V, the voltage regulator may overheat 
and damage the board. The recommended range is 7 to 12 volts. 

 

The power pins are as follows: 

 

 VIN. The input voltage to the Arduino board when it's using an external power 
source (as opposed to 5 volts from the USB connection or other regulated 
power source). You can supply voltage through this pin, or, if supplying voltage 
via the power jack, access it through this pin. 

  
 5V.This pin outputs a regulated 5V from the regulator on the board. The board 

can be supplied with power either from the DC power jack (7 - 12V), the USB 
connector (5V), or the VIN pin of the board (7-12V). Supplying voltage via the 
5V or 3.3V pins bypasses the regulator, and can damage your board. We don't 
advise it. 

 3V3. A 3.3 volt supply generated by the on-board regulator. Maximum current 
draw is 50 mA. 

 GND. Ground pins. 
  
 IOREF. This pin on the Arduino board provides the voltage reference with which 

the microcontroller operates. A properly configured shield can read the IOREF 
pin voltage and select the appropriate power source or enable voltage 
translators on the outputs for working with the 5V or 3.3V. 
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D.2. Memory 
 
The ATmega328 has 32 KB (with 0.5 KB used for the bootloader). It also has 2 
KB of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM (which can be read and written with 
the EEPROM library). 

D.3. Input and Output 
 
Each of the 14 digital pins on the Uno can be used as an input or output, 
using pinMode(), digitalWrite(), and digitalRead() functions. They operate at 5 
volts. Each pin can provide or receive a maximum of 40 mA and has an internal 
pull-up resistor (disconnected by default) of 20-50 kOhms. In addition, some 
pins have specialized functions: 

 Serial: 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). Used to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial 
data. These pins are connected to the corresponding pins of 
the ATmega8U2 USB-to-TTL Serial chip. 

 External Interrupts: 2 and 3. These pins can be configured to trigger an interrupt 
on a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. See 
the attachInterrupt() function for details. 

 PWM: 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, and 11. Provide 8-bit PWM output with 
the analogWrite() function. 

 SPI: 10 (SS), 11 (MOSI), 12 (MISO), 13 (SCK). These pins support SPI 
communication using the SPI library. 

 LED: 13. There is a built-in LED connected to digital pin 13. When the pin is 
HIGH value, the LED is on, when the pin is LOW, it's off. 

The Uno has 6 analog inputs, labeled A0 through A5, each of which provide 10 
bits of resolution (i.e. 1024 different values). By default they measure from 
ground to 5 volts, though is it possible to change the upper end of their range 
using the AREF pin and theanalogReference() function. Additionally, some pins 
have specialized functionality: 

 TWI: A4 or SDA pin and A5 or SCL pin. Support TWI communication using 
the Wire library. 

There are a couple of other pins on the board: 

 AREF. Reference voltage for the analog inputs. Used with analogReference(). 
 Reset. Bring this line LOW to reset the microcontroller. Typically used to add a 

reset button to shields which block the one on the board. 

D.4. Communication 

 
The Arduino Uno has a number of facilities for communicating with a computer, 
another Arduino, or other microcontrollers. TheATmega328 provides UART TTL 
(5V) serial communication, which is available on digital pins 0 (RX) and 1 (TX). 
An ATmega16U2 on the board channels this serial communication over USB 
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and appears as a virtual com port to software on the computer. The '16U2 
firmware uses the standard USB COM drivers, and no external driver is needed. 
However, on Windows, a .inf file is required. The Arduino software includes a 
serial monitor which allows simple textual data to be sent to and from the 
Arduino board. The RX and TX LEDs on the board will flash when data is being 
transmitted via the USB-to-serial chip and USB connection to the computer (but 
not for serial communication on pins 0 and 1). 
 
A SoftwareSerial library allows for serial communication on any of the Uno's 
digital pins. 
 
The ATmega328 also supports I2C (TWI) and SPI communication. The Arduino 
software includes a Wire library to simplify use of the I2Cbus; see 
the documentation for details. For SPI communication, use the SPI library. 

D.5. Programming 
 
The Arduino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino software (download). 
Select "Arduino Uno from the Tools > Board menu (according to the 
microcontroller on your board). For details, see the reference and tutorials. 
 
The ATmega328 on the Arduino Uno comes preburned with a bootloader that 
allows you to upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware 
programmer. It communicates using the original STK500 protocol (reference, C 
header files). 
You can also bypass the bootloader and program the microcontroller through 
the ICSP (In-Circuit Serial Programming) header usingArduino ISP or similar; 
see these instructions for details. 
 
 
 

D.6. Codes 
 

D.6.1. Arduino End Device 
 
#include <Sleep_n0m1.h>//Sleep Mode Library 
int analog_pin=0; //Sensor output signal to PIN 0 
float temp;//Variable temp 
Sleep sleep; 
unsigned long sleepTime; //How long you want the arduino to sleep 
const int XBee_wake = 7; // Arduino pin used to Make the Xbee to sleep 
 
 
 
void setup(void)  
{ 
   Serial.begin(9600); //initialize serial port 
   sleepTime = 898000; //set sleep time in ms, max sleep time is 49.7 days  
} 
 
void loop(void) { 
 
// Wake up the XBee 
  pinMode(XBee_wake, OUTPUT); 
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  digitalWrite(XBee_wake, LOW); 
 
  delay(1000); ////delays are just for serial print, without serial they can be removed 
   
  temp = analogRead(analog_pin); //Read the value coming from the sensor 
  temp = 5.0*temp*100.0/1023.0; // Convert the signal into a temperature value. 
  Serial.print(temp); //Send the temp value via serial 
  Serial.println(" from ED"); 
   
  delay(1000); //delay to allow serial to fully print before sleep 
  pinMode(XBee_wake, OUTPUT); // put pin in a high impedence state 
  digitalWrite(XBee_wake, HIGH);  
  sleep.pwrDownMode(); //set sleep mode 
  sleep.sleepDelay(sleepTime); //sleep for: sleepTime 
 
} 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D.6.2. Arduino ROUTER 
 
#include <Sleep_n0m1.h> 
int analog_pin=A0; //La salida del sensor de temperatura en el pin A 
float temp;//Decalramos la variable temp 
Sleep sleep; 
unsigned long sleepTime; //how long you want the arduino to sleep 
const int XBee_wake = 7; // Arduino pin used to sleep the XBee 
 
void setup(void)  
{ 
   Serial.begin(9600); 
   sleepTime = 5000; //set sleep time in ms, max sleep time is 49.7 days  
} 
 
void loop(void) { 
 
// wake up the XBee 
  pinMode(XBee_wake, OUTPUT); 
  digitalWrite(XBee_wake, LOW); 
 
  delay(1000); ////delays are just for serial print, without serial they can be removed 
   
  temp = analogRead(analog_pin); //lee el valor que arroja el sensor 
  temp = 5.0*temp*100.0/1024.0; // Convierte el valor del sensor en temperatura 
  Serial.print (temp); //envia el valor de temperatura al puerto serial 
  Serial.println(" from R"); 
   
  delay(1000); //delay to allow serial to fully print before sleep 
     
// Put the XBee to sleep 
  pinMode(XBee_wake, INPUT); // put pin in a high impedence state 
  digitalWrite(XBee_wake, HIGH); 
  sleep.pwrDownMode(); //set sleep mode 
  sleep.sleepDelay(sleepTime); //sleep for: sleepTime 
 
} 
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D.6.3. Processing Code 
 
import processing.serial.*;  
 
// xbee api libraries available at http://code.google.com/p/xbee-api/ 
 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.ApiId; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.PacketListener; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.XBee; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.XBeeAddress64; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.XBeeException; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.XBeeResponse; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.zigbee.ZNetRxResponse; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.api.zigbee.ZNetNodeIdentificationResponse; 
import com.rapplogic.xbee.util.ByteUtils; 
 
String version = "1.03"; 
 
// *** REPLACE WITH THE SERIAL PORT (COM PORT) FOR YOUR LOCAL XBEE *** 
String mySerialPort = "COM3"; 
 
// create and initialize a new xbee object 
XBee xbee = new XBee(); 
 
PrintWriter output;  //Create the text file where data will be saved. 
 
int error=0; 
 
// make an array list of thermometer objects for display 
ArrayList thermometers = new ArrayList(); 
PFont font; 
 
void setup() { 
  size(350, 650); // screen size 
  smooth(); // anti-aliasing for graphic display 
  font =  loadFont("SansSerif-10.vlw"); 
  textFont(font); // use the font for text 
   
// The log4j.properties file is required by the xbee api library. 
 
  PropertyConfigurator.configure(dataPath("")+"\\log4j.properties");  
   output = createWriter("Datos_Temperatura.txt");  
 
   println("Available serial ports:  "); 
   println(Serial.list()); 
 
   
  try { 
    xbee.open(mySerialPort, 9600); 
  } 
    catch (XBeeException e) { 
    println("** Error opening XBee port: " + e + " **"); 
    println("Is your XBee plugged in to your computer?"); 
    println("Did you set your COM port in the code near line 20?"); 
    error=1; 
  } 
   
   
} 
// draw loop executes continuously 
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void draw() { 
  
  background(255); // draw a light gray background 
   
  // report any serial port problems in the main window 
  if (error == 1) { 
    fill(0); 
    text("** Error opening XBee port: **\n"+ 
      "Is your XBee plugged in to your computer?\n" + 
      "Did you set your COM port in the code near line 20?", width/3, 
height/2); 
  } 
   
  SensorData data = new SensorData(); // create a data object 
  data = getData(); // put data into the data object 
  //println(getData()); 
  //data = getSimulatedData(); // UNCOMMENT this to use random data 
for testing 
  //output.println("El dato que obtengo es pruebas es:" + 
(data));//ESTE PRINT ES DE PRUEBAS 
  //output.println("El otro dato que obtengo es pruebas es:" + 
(data.value)); //ESTE PRINT ES DE PRUEBAS 
   
  // MIRAR si llegan datos 
  if (data.value >=0 && data.address != null) {  
     
    
    // Check to see if a thermometer object already exists for this 
sensor 
    int i; 
    boolean foundIt = false; 
    for (i=0; i <thermometers.size(); i++) { 
      if ( ((Thermometer) 
thermometers.get(i)).address.equals(data.address) ) { 
        foundIt = true; 
        break; 
      } 
    } 
 
    // Process the data value into a Celsius temperature reading for a 
LM35 sensor 
    float temperatureCelsius =  (data.value); 
    //println("La Temperatura es : " +temperatureCelsius ); 
    //println("La Temperatura2 es:  " + (data.value)  ); 
     
    // Update the thermometer if it exists, otherwise create a new one 
    if (foundIt) { 
      ((Thermometer) thermometers.get(i)).temp = data.value; 
    } 
    else if (thermometers.size() < 3) { 
      thermometers.add(new Thermometer(data.address, 35, 450,  
      (thermometers.size()) * 75 + 40, 20)); 
      ((Thermometer) thermometers.get(i)).temp = data.value; 
    } 
 
    // draw the thermometers on the screen 
    for (int j =0; j<thermometers.size(); j++) { 
      ((Thermometer) thermometers.get(j)).render(); 
    } 
  } 
}  
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// End of draw loop 
 
 
 
//Defines the data object 
class SensorData { 
float value; 
String address;   
} 
 
 
// Defines the thermometer object 
  class Thermometer { 
  float sizeX, sizeY, posX, posY; 
  float maxTemp = 100; // max of scale in degrees Celsius 
  float minTemp=0.0;                                   
   
  float temp; // stores the temperature locally 
 
  String address; // stores the address locally 
 
  Thermometer(String _address, float _sizeX, float _sizeY,  
  float _posX, float _posY) { // initialize thermometer object 
    address = _address; 
    sizeX = _sizeX; 
    sizeY = _sizeY; 
    posX = _posX; 
    posY = _posY; 
  } 
 
  void render() { // draw thermometer on screen 
    noStroke(); // remove shape edges 
    ellipseMode(CENTER); // center bulb 
    float bulbSize = sizeX + (sizeX * 0.3); // determine bulb size 
    float stemSize = 35.55; // stem augments fixed red bulb  
    // to help separate it from moving mercury 
    // limit display to range 
    float displayTemp = (temp); 
    if (temp > maxTemp) { 
      displayTemp = maxTemp + 1; 
    } 
    if ((float)temp < minTemp) { 
      displayTemp = minTemp; 
    } 
    // size for variable red area: 
    float mercury = ( 1 - ( (displayTemp-minTemp) / (maxTemp-minTemp) 
));  
    // draw edges of objects in black 
    fill(0);  
    rect(posX-3, posY-3, sizeX+5, sizeY+5);  
    ellipse(posX+sizeX/2, posY+sizeY+stemSize, bulbSize+4, 
bulbSize+4); 
    rect(posX-3, posY+sizeY, sizeX+5, stemSize+5); 
     
    // draw grey mercury background 
    fill(64);  
    rect(posX, posY, sizeX, sizeY); 
     
    // draw red areas 
    fill(255, 16, 16); 
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    // draw mercury area: 
    rect(posX, posY+(sizeY * mercury),  
    sizeX, sizeY-(sizeY * mercury)); 
 
    // draw stem area: 
    rect(posX, posY+sizeY, sizeX, stemSize);  
 
    // draw red bulb: 
    ellipse(posX+sizeX/2, posY+sizeY + stemSize, bulbSize, bulbSize);  
 
    // show text 
    textAlign(LEFT); 
    fill(0); 
    textSize(10); 
 
    // show sensor address: 
    text(address, posX-10, posY-20 + sizeY + bulbSize + stemSize + 4, 
65, 40); 
 
    // show maximum temperature:  
    text(maxTemp + "°C", posX+sizeX + 5, posY+10); 
 
    // show minimum temperature: 
    text(minTemp + "°C", posX+sizeX +5 , posY+15 + sizeY);  
 
    // show temperature: 
    text((temp) + "°C", posX+sizeX+2 , posY+(sizeY * mercury+ 10)); 
    //println("esto es lo que debería mostrar el sensor"+temp); 
  } 
} 
 
// Used only if getSimulatedData is uncommented in draw loop 
// 
  //SensorData getSimulatedData() { 
  //SensorData data = new SensorData(); 
  //float value = int(random(0, 99)); 
  //String address = "00:13:A2:00:12:34:AB:C" + str( round(random(0, 
9)) ); 
  //data.value = value; 
 // println(data.value); 
  //data.address = address; 
 // delay(200); 
  //return data; 
//} 
 
// queries the XBee for incoming  data frames and parses them into a 
data object 
  SensorData getData() { 
  SensorData data = new SensorData(); 
  float value = -1;      // returns an impossible value if there's an 
error 
  String address = " "; // returns a null value if there's an error 
  //String datos= " ";  
  data.address = address; 
 
  try {    
    // we wait here until a packet is received. 
    XBeeResponse response = xbee.getResponse(); 
    // uncomment next line for additional debugging information 
   // println("Respuesta recibida es " + response.toString()+ TAB+ 
hour()+":"+minute()+":"+second());  
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    // check that this frame is a valid I/O sample, then parse it as 
such 
    if (response.getApiId() == ApiId.ZNET_RX_RESPONSE && 
!response.isError()) 
    { 
 
      ZNetRxResponse rx = (ZNetRxResponse)response; 
      output.println("data is "+ ByteUtils.toBase16(rx.getData())); 
    
        int [] dato = rx.getData(); 
         
       // println("Lo que obtengo de rx.getData es:  "+ dato); 
        String in_str = ByteUtils.toString(dato).trim(); 
        println( in_str  +" at  "+ hour()+":"+minute()+":"+second() ); 
        output.println( in_str  +" at  "+ 
hour()+":"+minute()+":"+second() ); 
        //println( ByteUtils.toString(rx.getData())+ 
hour()+":"+minute()+": "+second()); 
        //println("Datos que recibo son " +(data)+ 
hour()+":"+minute()+": "+second()); 
         
      // Get the sender's 64-bit address 
      int[] addressArray = rx.getRemoteAddress64().getAddress(); 
       
      // Parse the address int array into a formatted string 
      String[] hexAddress = new String[addressArray.length]; 
      for (int i=0; i<addressArray.length;i++) { 
        // format each address byte with leading zeros: 
        hexAddress[i] = String.format("%02x", addressArray[i]); 
        //println( hexAddress); 
      } 
 
      // Join the array together with colons for readability: 
      String senderAddress = join(hexAddress, ":");  
     // println("Dirección de origen: " + senderAddress); 
     // output.println(ByteUtils.toString(rx.getData()) + " at "+ 
hour()+" :"+minute()+":"+second() ); 
      data.address = senderAddress; 
       
      // TOMA EL DATO ENVIADO POR ROUTER O END DEVICE 
       //value = rx.getData(); 
       value = 28.5 ; 
       data.value = value; 
      //println("Valor de temperatura es: " + value ); //esto es solo 
para realizar pruebas 
    } 
    else if (!response.isError()) { 
      println("Got error in data frame"); 
    } 
    else { 
      println("Got non-i/o data frame"); 
    } 
  } 
  catch (XBeeException e) { 
    println("Error receiving response: " + e); 
  } 
  return data; // sends the data back to the calling function 
} 
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